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Abstract: The neural systems sustaining object naming were examined using the activation likelihood
estimation (ALE) meta-analysis approach on the results of 16 previously published studies. The activation
task in each study required subjects to name pictures of objects or animals, but the baseline tasks varied.
Separate meta-analyses were carried out on studies that used: (1) high-level baselines to control for speech
processing and visual input; and (2) low-level baselines that did not control for speech or complex visual
processing. The results of the two meta-analyses were then compared directly, revealing a double
dissociation in the activation pattern for studies using high and low baselines. To interpret the differential
activations, we report two new functional imaging experiments. The aim of the first was to characterize
activation differences associated with visual stimuli that are typically used in baseline conditions (com-
plex visual features, simple structures, or fixation). The aim of the second was to classify object-naming
regions in terms of whether they were engaged preferentially by semantic or phonological processes. The
results reveal a remarkably precise correspondence between the areas identified by the meta-analyses as
affected differentially by baseline and the areas that are affected differentially by non-object structure,
semantics or phonology. As expected, high-level baselines reduced object-naming activation in areas associ-
ated with the processing of complex visual features and speech production. In addition, high-level baselines
increased sensitivity to activation in areas associated with semantic processing, visual-speech integration and
response selection. For example, activation in the anterior temporal areas that neuropsychological studies have
associated with semantic processing was more strongly activated in the context of high-level baselines. These
results therefore have implications for understanding the convergence of functional imaging and neuropsy-
chological findings. Hum Brain Mapp 25:70–82, 2005. © 2005 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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INTRODUCTION

The ability to name pictures of objects is used routinely as
a test of language function in children and adults with
neurological impairments. In children, object naming is one
of the earliest milestones in linguistic development and ob-
ject naming in preschool children reflects future reading
ability [Swan and Goswami, 1997]. Like reading, object nam-
ing is based on the production of the speech sounds associ-
ated with a visual stimulus. In cognitive terms, this requires
the integration of perceptual, semantic, and phonological
processes. Critically, disruption to any of these processes
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will result in object-naming deficits. Object-naming ability
can therefore be used to assist in the diagnosis of a range of
different cognitive syndromes such as agnosia (a perceptual
deficit with relatively normal speech perception and produc-
tion), anomia (a speech production deficit with relatively
normal perception, semantics and speech fluency), and se-
mantic dementia (a semantic impairment with relatively
normal perception and speech fluency).

Given the important role that object naming plays in
neuropsychological assessment, it is surprising that rela-
tively few functional imaging studies have investigated the
neural system that sustains it. Previous studies have com-
pared object-naming activation to reading [Bookheimer et
al., 1995; Moore and Price, 1999b], color naming [Price et al.,
1996], verbal fluency [Etard et al., 2000], semantic categori-
zation [Tyler et al., 2004], or a range of baselines [Murtha et
al., 1999]. Other studies have investigated how the activation
pattern changes for overt and covert naming [Zelkowicz et
al., 1998], for object category [Chao et al., 1999, 2002; Chao
and Martin, 2000; Damasio et al., 1996; Grabowski et al.,
1998; Kawashima et al., 2001; Martin et al., 1996; Moore and
Price, 1999a; Smith et al., 2001], by scanning modality [Vo-
taw et al., 1999], across languages [Vingerhoets et al., 2003],
with name agreement [Kan and Thompson-Schill, 2004],
with gender of subjects [Grabowski et al., 2003], and during
object learning [van Turennout et al., 2000, 2003]. To our
knowledge, no previous study has segregated the object-
naming system into its perceptual, semantic, and phonolog-
ical components. We believe this would be useful for under-
standing the different ways in which object naming can be
disturbed.

The aim of our meta-analyses was to identify the set of
regions engaged by object naming and to categorize these
areas in terms of how they were affected by the baseline
task. We distinguish two types of baselines: (1) low-level
baselines that do not attempt to control for speech produc-
tion or perceptual processes, thereby enabling all the object-
naming regions to be identified irrespective of whether these
regions are associated with perceptual, semantic, or phono-
logical processing; and (2) high-level baselines that attempt
to control for speech production and perceptual processes
with the aim of identifying areas associated with object
recognition and semantic associations. Object naming rela-
tive to high-level baselines is therefore likely to reveal less
activation in perceptual and speech production areas than
would object naming relative to low-level baselines.

To complement and validate the meta-analyses, we also
report the results of two new experiments. Experiment 1
identified areas involved in perceptual processing by com-
paring activation evoked by pictures of 3-D meaningless
non-objects, 2-D geometric shapes, and fixation. Experiment
2 identified areas involved in semantic and phonological
processing by comparing activation to pictures of familiar
objects when subjects were engaged in different tasks. Our
prediction was that the meta-analyses would reveal greater
object-naming activation when the baseline was low than it
would when the baseline was high. Furthermore, these areas

should correspond to those associated with perceptual pro-
cessing in Experiment 1 and phonological processing in
Experiment 2; however, it is also possible that high-level
baselines affect processes other than those engaged by per-
ception and speech production. If so, the meta-analyses may
reveal areas where object-naming activation was identified
relative to high-level baselines but not relative to low-level
baselines. For example, baselines that require subjects to say
“OK” to meaningless visual stimuli may increase demands
on working memory and executive task processes while
decreasing attention to perceptual processing. Likewise,
there may be unpredicted processing that occurs during
low-level baselines more than that during high-level base-
lines [Binder et al., 1999]. Our comparison of high- and
low-level baselines might then reveal activation in unex-
pected regions. Such findings would provide further in-
sights into the ideal paradigms for investigating the object-
naming system in neurologically normal and brain-
damaged patients.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

ALE Meta-Analysis

Details of the ALE meta-analysis are reported in Laird et
al. [2005]. Data from 18 different contrasts were entered into
the analyses (see Table I). All used positron emission tomog-
raphy (PET) or functional magnetic resonance imaging
(fMRI) to identify object-naming responses, over the whole
brain, relative to either low (L), or high (H) level baselines
(Table I). We report the main effect of all studies (L ! H);
and the effect of baseline (H vs. L). Several previous object-
naming studies were excluded from the meta-analyses. The
exclusion criteria were: no non-object baseline [Chao et al.,
1999, 2002; Chao and Martin, 2000]; results were only re-
ported in regions of interest rather than for the whole brain
[Grabowski et al., 1998; Grafton et al., 1997; Heim et al., 2002;
Kan and Thompson-Schill, 2004]; the task was action rather
than object naming [Damasio et al., 2001]; and the task was
scene identification rather than object naming [Renvall et al.,
2003].

Experiment 1:
Perceptual Processing of Non-objects

The aim of Experiment 1 was to identify areas that
showed differential responses to the types of visual stimuli
that are typically used in high-level baselines. There were
two stimulus conditions (Fig. 1): (1) photographs of 3-D
meaningless non-objects; and (2) drawings of 2-D geometric
shapes. Each trial entailed the simultaneous presentation of
four stimuli for 3 s followed by 500-ms fixation before pre-
sentation of the next stimulus. As data were collected using
PET, the conditions were blocked, with 22 different stimuli
per block (77 s). The task was the same for both conditions,
and involved a four-choice button press to indicate the odd
man out. Specifically, the first (index) finger was used to
indicate that the odd man out was the stimulus on the left,
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the little finger was used to indicate that the odd man out
was the stimulus on the right etc. For example, in Figure 1,
the middle finger would make the correct response for both
the non-object and shape examples. The third condition was
continuous fixation, with no additional stimuli.

In total, 12 subjects (11 males, 1 female; mean age, 44.5
years; age range, 24–65 years) participated in two PET scans
for conditions 1 and 2 and one PET scan for condition 3. In
other words, 60 scans were entered into the data analysis
(see below). These data have not been reported previously.

Experiment 2:
Semantic and Phonological Processing

The aim of Experiment 2 was to dissociate areas involved
in the phonological and semantic processing of objects.
There were three stimulus conditions, which each presented

a series of outline drawings of common objects or animals at
a rate of one per 3.5 s (500-ms onset duration followed by
3,000-ms fixation). The tasks for each of these conditions
(Fig. 2) were as follows: (1) phonological (Does the object
name have two syllables?); (2) semantic (Is the object a
natural [living] item?); and (3) perceptual (Is there a line
above or below the object?). The fourth condition was a
baseline measurement (resting with eyes closed). The order
of the four conditions was counterbalanced within and be-
tween subjects. Subjects were instructed to make a manual
key press with their right index finger if the object met the
task criteria (Fig. 2).

In total, six subjects (five males, one female; mean age 39
years; age range, 20–68 years) participated in 12 different
PET scans, 3 for each of 4 conditions (72 scans in total). There
were 87 different stimuli in total, divided into 3 sets of 29
with 14 targets for each task within a set. Each set was

TABLE I. Object-naming studies

Reference Scanner Task Stimulus category Baseline stimulus Baseline response

L Bookheimer et al., 1995 PET Overt Animals and objects Random lines —
L Etard et al., 2000 PET Overt Animals and objects None (rest) —
L Murtha et al., 1999 PET Overt Animals only Plus signs —
L Martin et al., 1996 PET Covert Animals and objects Nonsense objects —
L Smith et al., 2001 fMRI Covert Animals and objects Gray squares —
L Vingerhoets et al., 2003 fMRI Covert Animals and objects Scrambled lines —
L Tyler et al., 2004 fMRI Covert Animals and objects Fixation —
L van Turennout et al., 2000 fMRI Covert Not specified Visual noise —
L van Turennout et al., 2003 fMRI Covert Animals and objects Visual noise —
H Damasio et al., 1996 PET Overt Animals tools Inverted faces Say “up/down”
H Price et al., 1996 PET Overt Objects only Colored squares. Say name color
H Zelkowicz et al., 1998 PET Overt Not specified Non-objects Say “hiya”
H Murtha et al., 1999 PET Overt Animals only Abstract pattern Say “yes”
H Moore and Price, 1999a PET Overt Animals and objects Non-objects Say “OK”
H Moore and Price, 1999b PET Overt Animals and objects Non-objects Say “OK”
H Votaw et al., 1999 PET Overt Animals only Abstract figure Say “large/small”
H Votaw et al., 1999 fMRI Covert Animals only Abstract figure Say “large/small”
H Kawashima et al., 2001 PET Covert Animals and objects Digits Read number

A summary of the previously published functional imaging studies of object naming that were included in the meta-analyses. The two
subdivisions refer to object-naming relative to low level baselines (L) and object-naming relative to high (speaking) baselines (H).

Figure 1.
Examples of the stimuli used in Experiments 1.

Figure 2.
Examples of the stimuli used in Experiments 2.
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repeated in each of the three task conditions to avoid stim-
ulus confounds between conditions. The order of repetition
of a stimulus set across tasks was counterbalanced across
subjects, and the order of stimuli within a set was randomly
ordered for each presentation to reduce expectation in the
subjects.

PET Acquisition and Analysis for
Experiments 1 and 2

Regional cerebral blood flow (rCBF) was measured using
a CTI Siemens Ecat HR! PET scanner. Standard procedures
were adopted with the intravenous administration of 5 mSv
of 15O-labeled water at the constant rate of 10 ml/min. The
activation task was started approximately 10 s before the
onset of the 90-s acquisition period. The protocol conformed
to guidelines established by ARSAC UK and was approved
by the joint Ethics Committee of the National Hospital for
Neurological Diseases and the Institute of Neurology, Lon-
don.

The PET data were analyzed using SPM99. Data were
realigned to correct for head motion, spatially normalized to
the Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) template with 2
" 2 " 2 mm voxels and spatially smoothed (8 mm for
Experiment 1; 10 mm for Experiment 2) to account for indi-
vidual differences in functional anatomy and improve signal
to noise. Statistical analysis involved ANCOVA with subject
effects modeled and global activity included as a subject-
specific covariate. The condition and subject effects were
estimated according to the general linear model at each
voxel. To test hypotheses about regionally specific condition
effects, the estimates were compared using linear contrasts.
The resulting set of voxel values constitutes an SPM of the t
statistic (SPMt). The SPMt values were transformed to the
unit normal distribution (SPMZ).

For Experiment 1, our comparisons of interest were as
follows: (1) 3-D non-objects versus fixation (to identify all
visual processing areas); and (2) 3-D non-objects versus 2-D
shapes (to highlight the areas involved in complex structural
analysis). For Experiment 2, our comparisons of interest
were as follows: (1) phonological # semantic and perceptual
and rest (to identify areas more activated by phonological
decisions than by any other condition); and (2) semantic
# phonological and perceptual and rest (to identify areas
more activated by semantic decisions than by any other
condition).

Our regions of interest, for both experiments, were the
areas affected differentially by baseline in the meta-analyses.
In these regions of interest, effects are reported at P $ 0.001
uncorrected.

RESULTS

Meta-Analyses of Different Baselines During
Object Naming

The meta-analysis of all object-naming studies, summed
over high and low baselines, is illustrated in Figure 3. The

effects of differing baselines are illustrated in Figure 4. Ac-
tivations fell into three distinct classes: (1) unaffected by the
baseline manipulation; (2) greater when the baseline was
low level (i.e., did not involve speaking); and (3) greater
when the baseline was high level (i.e., did involve speaking)
(Table II). Critically, this highlights the double dissociation
in the activation pattern for studies using high and low
baselines. Twelve areas were more activated during object
naming when the baseline was low relative to high. These
were distributed primarily in ventral occipital, posterior
temporal, inferior frontal, and cerebellar regions Nine areas
were more activated during object naming when the base-
line was high relative to low. These were identified in ante-
rior temporal and dorsal occipital areas. To interpret this
double dissociation, we consider the results of Experiments
1 and 2.

Experiment 1:
Visual Processing of 3-D Non-objects

Relative to fixation, 3-D non-objects activated bilateral
mid-fusiform, inferior and middle occipital lobe regions, the
lingual gyrus, and cuneus. With the exception of the dorsal
aspect of the cuneus, the same regions were activated by 3-D
non-objects relative to 2-D shapes (see Table III). Critically,
activation for 3-D non-objects included 4 of 12 areas that the
object-naming meta-analysis identified as more activated
when the baseline was low relative to high (Table II, III; Fig.
5). As predicted, activation in these four areas for object
naming relative to low-level baselines thus can be explained
in terms of differences in visual structure (complex visual
processing is not as well controlled with low-level baselines
as it is with high-level baselines).

Also consistent with our predictions, none of the areas
that the object-naming meta-analysis identified as more ac-
tivated for high- # low-level baselines corresponded to non-
object activation in Experiment 1. For example, activation in
the middle occipital, cuneus, and calcarine sulcus areas for
object naming relative to high-level baselines was located
more dorsally (!12 to !24 mm above the anterior–posterior
commissure [AC–PC] line), than activation observed for
non-objects relative to fixation or shapes (%2 to !14mm
relative to the AC–PC line).

Experiment 2: Phonological and Semantic
Processing of Real Objects

Phonological activation

Consistent with previous studies reporting activation in
response to phonological tasks with heard and written
words [Burton et al., 2003; Devlin et al., 2003; Fujimaki et al.,
1999; Gold et al., 2005; Gold and Buckner, 2002; McDermott
et al., 2003; Mummery et al., 1998; Poldrack et al., 1999; Price
et al., 1997; Roskies et al., 2001; Shivde and Thompson-Schill,
2004], phonological decisions on pictures of objects (relative
to semantic, perceptual, and resting conditions) activated
bilateral inferior frontal, insula, precentral, and posterior
lateral inferior temporal cortices, supramarginal gyri, ante-
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rior cingulate, supplementary motor area (SMA), cerebel-
lum, and the left thalamus (Table IV). Critically, these pho-
nological activations included 6 of 12 areas that were more
activated in the object-naming meta-analysis for low # high
baselines (all in the left hemisphere): frontal operculum (fo);
inferior frontal (if-t); cerebellum (cb), insula (in); thalamus
(th); and cingulate gyrus (cg). Figure 5 shows relative effect
sizes across tasks in each of these regions. Greater activation
in these areas for object naming when the baseline is low is
therefore likely to reflect differences in phonological pro-
cessing. In other words, the high-level baselines controlled
for speech output more than the low-level baselines did.

Semantic activation

Semantic decisions, relative to the phonological, perceptual,
and rest conditions, activated bilateral anterior and posterior
middle temporal regions, middle occipital cortex, the cerebel-
lum, left angular gyrus, left cuneus and right inferior frontal

cortex (Table IV). Notably, the right dorsal middle occipital
activation and the left anterior fusiform activation corre-
sponded to that observed in the object-naming meta-analysis
for high more than low-level baselines. In addition, all other
regions associated with object naming when the baseline was
high relative to low, were also activated by semantic decisions
relative to at least two of the other conditions. In other words,
their association with semantic processing depended on the
baseline context. Specifically, as illustrated in Figure 6, bilateral
temporal poles and the right calcarine sulcus and parahip-
pocampal gyrus were activated by semantic decisions and rest
(an implicit conceptual processing state) relative to phonolog-
ical and perceptual decisions, the dorsal cuneus was activated
by semantic and perceptual decisions relative to phonological
decisions and rest, and the left inferior frontal (triangularis),
cerebellum, and left posterior inferior temporal cortex were
activated by semantic and phonological decisions relative to
perceptual decisions and rest.

Figure 3.
The results of the meta-analysis of all studies. Activation when all
18 contrasts were entered into the meta-analysis (see Table I) is
highlighted in yellow and orange on axial slices of the brain from
%40 mm below the AC–PC line to 28 mm above the AC–PC line
(2-mm increments). Activation more than 28 mm above the
AC–PC line is not shown but was identified in the supplementary
motor area (SMA) and dorsal aspect of the precentral gyrus

irrespective of baseline. The slice number is indicated above each
slice in white digits. The name of the activated brain area is
indicated in yellow letters; af, anterior fusiform; mo, middle oc-
cipital; tp, temporal pole; ph, parahippocampal; cs, calcarine sulcus;
dc, dorsal cuneus; ift, inferior frontal (triangularis); cb, cerebellum;
it, inferior temporal.
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Summary

Of 12 areas that the object-naming meta-analysis identi-
fied as more activated during low-level baselines, 4 were
associated with perceptual processing (Experiment 1), and 6
were associated with phonological processing/speech pro-
duction (Experiment 2). The two remaining activations (for
object naming when the baseline was low relative to high)
were in bilateral superior and left middle temporal areas.
These areas are likely to reflect auditory processing of the
spoken response because they correspond to classic speech
perception areas [Crinion et al., 2003; Scott et al., 2000]. In
contrast, all nine areas that the object-naming meta-analysis
identified as more activated during high than low-level
baselines were also activated during semantic decisions in
Experiment 2. Activation depended on what semantic deci-
sions were being compared to (see Table II–IV for details of
peak activation; Fig. 5, 6 for the relative size of the effects
across tasks).

To illustrate this remarkable consistency, Figure 7 sum-
marizes the effects observed in the meta-analyses and Ex-
periments 1 and 2. The top row shows the main effect of all
studies entered into the meta-analyses and the second row
shows areas where the object-naming meta-analysis found
higher activation for low (yellow) or high (blue) baselines.
The third row shows activation for non-objects relative to
shapes and fixation (red), the phonological task (yellow),
and semantic task (blue). As can be seen, the orange areas in
the second row (low baselines) correspond to the red (per-
ceptual) and yellow (phonological) areas in the third row.
Likewise, the blue areas in the second row (high baselines)
correspond to the blue (semantic) areas in the third row. On
slice 10, for example, a left inferior frontal area responds to
semantic tasks in Experiment 2 and for object naming rela-
tive to high-level baselines in the meta-analyses. Conversely,
an adjacent area in the insula cortex responds to phonolog-
ical tasks in Experiment 2 and object naming relative to
low-level baselines in the meta-analyses. On the same slice,

Figure 4.
The results of the comparison of the meta-analyses with high and
low baselines. Object-naming activation that was greater when the
baseline was low relative to high is shown and labeled in yellow
and orange. Greater activation when the baseline was high relative
to low is shown and labeled in blue. Axial slices are as in Figure 3,

with an additional effect 38 mm above the AC–PC line (see Table
II for further details); af, anterior fusiform; mo, middle occipital; tp,
temporal pole; ph, parahippocampal; cs, calcarine sulcus; dc, dorsal
cuneus; ift, inferior frontal (triangularis); cb, cerebellum; it, inferior
temporal.
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TABLE II. Object-naming activation

Label Anatomical name z slices Side Function/contrast x y z Z score

Irrespective of baselinea

pf Posterior fusiform %12 to %10 Left Visual cortices
Right Visual cortices

mf Middle fusiform %20 to %8 Right Visual cortices
ot Occipitotemporal !2 to !8 Left Visual cortices
so Superior occipital 32 to 36 Left Visual cortices
mfr Middle frontal 12 to 20 Left Response area
pc Precentral gyrus 20 to 38 Left Response area
sma Supplementary motor area 44 to 48 Mid Response area

[Picture naming relative to low baseline] > [Picture naming relative to high baseline]b

Meta-analysis Experiment 1

mo Inferior occipital %10 to %2 Right Non # shapes 44 %78 0 6.2
Non # shapes 48 %70 %10 6.0

cu Ventral cuneus (BA17) 2 to 14 Left Non # fixation %20 %98 6 5.7
l Lingual gyrus 6 to 12 Left Non # fixation 0 %94 12 4.6
mf Mid-fusiform %20 to %14 Left Non # fixation %42 %62 %14 4.7

Meta-analysis Experiment 2

fo Frontal operculum %10 to %8 Left Ph # S & Pe & R %32 18 %8 4.7
if Inferior frontal 20 to 26 Left Ph # S & Pe & R %38 6 22 4.3
cb Cerebellum %32 to %14 Left Ph # S & Pe & R %42 %68 %26 4.1
in Insula 2 to 14 Left Ph # S & Pe & R %44 12 10 3.7
th Thalamus 8 to 16 Left Ph # S & Pe & R %4 %18 8 4.1

%12 %8 10 3.4
cg Cingulate gyrus 38 Left Ph # S & Pe & R 6 28 32 5.3
mt Middle temporal %6 to 0 Left Auditory processing area
st Superior temporal 2 to 6 Bilateral Auditory processing area

[Picture naming relative to high baseline] > [picture naming relative to low baseline]c

Meta-analysis Experiment 2

af Anterior fusiform %26 to %12 Left S # Ph & Pe & R %34 %20 %24 3.4
S # Ph & Pe & R %40 %26 %16 3.2

mo Middle occipital 12 to 18 Right S # Ph & Pe & R 46 %78 8 4.5
[46 %80 14 3.6]

tp Temporal pole %38 to %28 Left S & R # Ph & Pe %44 8 %30 3.9
Left S & R # Ph & Pe %48 10 %20 3.8
Right S & R # Ph & Pe 42 18 %32 4.2

ph Parahippocampal %14 to %6 Right S & R # Ph & Pe 32 %28 %18 3.1
cs Calcarine sulcus 8 to 16 Right S & R # Ph & Pe 10 %58 10 5.3
c Dorsal cuneus (BA18) 14 to 24 Right S & Pe # Ph & R 6 %92 20 4.1

Left S & Pe # Ph & R [%6 %92 18 2.7]
ift Inferior frontal

(triangularis)
4 to 12 Left S & Ph # Pe & R %50 26 6 4.3

cb Cerebellum %20 to %16 Right S & Ph # Pe & R 16 %80 %22 4.3
it Inferior temporal %18 to %8 Left S & Ph # Pe & R [%56 %52 %18 3.6]

Comparison of areas activated in meta-analysis with results of Experiments 1 and 2. Column 1, abbreviations used to label the regions in
Figures 3 and 4; column 2, full name of each area; column 3, location (in mm relative to the anterior–posterior commissure line) of axial slices
where activation was observed in the meta-analyses; column 4, other conditions that engage the area. Coordinates x, y, z refer to the location
of the axial, coronal, and sagittal slice of peak activation according to the atlas of Talaraich and Tournoux [1988]. Non, 3-D non-objects;
Shapes, 2-D geometric shapes (Experiment 1). Bil, bilateral; Ph, phonological task; S, semantic task; Pe, perceptual task; R, resting with eyes
closed (Experiment 2). Z scores of all effects reported from Experiments 1 and 2 were significant at P $ 0.001 uncorrected (Z # 3.1) or P
$ 0.05 corrected (Z # 4.5). Coordinates and Z scores for the left dorsal cuneus and the left inferior temporal cortex (Table 2c) are in square
brackets to indicate that they were part of a more extensive activation rather than the center of the activation.
aAreas that were identified as activated in the meta-analysis of all studies (A!B!C!D) but not in the comparison of different baselines
(A!B vs. C!D).
bAreas identified as activated during object naming when the baseline was low more than when it was high.
cAreas identified as activated when the baseline was high more than when it was low.
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the close correspondence between the meta-analysis and
new experiments can also be observed in the left thalamus
and the right calcarine sulcus.

DISCUSSION

Previous functional imaging studies of object naming can
be divided broadly in terms of whether or not attempts were
made to control for visual input and speech output. We
distinguish between high-level baselines that require a
speech response to meaningless but visually complex fig-
ures; and low-level baselines that do not control for speech
production or complex visual processing. As high-level
baselines control for more than low-level baselines do, more
activation was expected for object naming in the context of
low-level baselines, particularly in areas associated with

speech production and visual processing. Our object-nam-
ing meta-analysis confirmed this prediction, but also re-
vealed areas where activation was observed more when the
baseline was high than when it was low. Although this
reverse effect was less expected, it is consistent with the
findings of Binder et al. [1999], who demonstrated that rest-
ing baselines activate areas associated with semantic relative
to phonological tasks.

Inclusion of several different experimental conditions in
Experiment 2 allowed us to characterize further object-nam-
ing activations relative to high-level baselines. It was not
simply the case that high-level baselines enhanced sensitiv-
ity to semantic activation. Some areas were activated by rest
more than semantic tasks (e.g., an area in the right calcarine
sulcus and to a lesser extent the temporal poles; see Fig. 6).
Other regions were engaged by phonological as well as

TABLE III. Results of Experiment 1

Lobe activated/region

Non # fixation Non # shapes

Hemisphere Peak coordinates* Z score Peak coordinates** Z score

Temporal
Mid-fusiform R 44 %68 %18 5.3 44 %68 %18 5.8
Mid-fusiform R 36 %58 %18 5.3 38 %58 %14 4.1
Mid-fusiforma L %42 %62 %14 4.7 %42 %66 %14 4.3

Occipital
Lingual L %10 %88 %12 7.1 %10 %92 %10 4.8
Lingual L %14 %96 %4 7.1 %14 %96 %6 4.8
Lingual L %8 %86 %2 7.1 0 %80 2 3.7
Lingual R 12 %86 %16 6.3 14 %100 %8 4.6
Cuneus L %28 %96 2 5.9 %22 %96 4 4.0
Cuneusa L %20 %98 6 5.9 %16 %84 10 3.5
Cuneus R 10 %92 2 6.7 12 %94 0 4.5
Cuneus R 20 %96 4 5.9 24 %92 2 4.4
Cuneus R 16 %92 6 6.2 NS NS NS NS
Cuneus R 20 %88 10 6.2 NS NS NS NS
Cuneusa 0 %94 12 4.6 NS NS NS NS
Inferior L %22 %80 %14 5.1 %28 %94 %10 5.9
Inferior L %34 %84 %12 6.5 %34 %86 %10 5.9
Inferior L %42 %72 %12 5.9 %42 %72 %14 5.6
Inferior L %40 %86 %2 5.6 %40 %80 4 5.5
Inferior L %36 %88 2 5.4 %38 %90 4 5.4
Inferior R 36 %86 %22 5.0 32 %92 0 5.6
Inferior R 32 %70 %14 6.0 30 %66 %14 4.7
Inferior R 28 %78 %14 6.3 28 %86 %14 5.3
Inferior R 34 %88 %10 5.0 30 %96 %6 5.5
Middlea R 48 %72 %8 5.6 48 %70 %10 6.0
Middle R 34 %90 6 5.9 32 %90 6 5.2
Middlea R 42 %78 2 5.7 44 %78 0 6.2
Middle R 46 %80 10 5.6 %40 %80 8 4.4
Middle R 30 %82 28 5.0 34 %80 22 5.0
Middle R %26 %86 10 5.4 %28 %88 10 3.8
Middle R %20 %96 14 5.2 %22 %96 14 3.5
Middle R %32 %80 20 5.7 %34 %82 20 3.5

* Peak coordinates of activation in the comparison of 3-D non-objects (Non) to fixation.
** Peak coordinates of activation in the comparison of 3-D non-objects (Non) to 2-D shapes.
a Differentially affected by baseline in the meta-analysis.
NS, not significant.
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semantic processing (left inferior frontal, right cerebellum,
and left inferior temporal). The latter areas therefore seem to
play a role in both semantic and phonological processing.
There are three possible interpretations of enhanced object-
naming activation with high-level baselines. The first inter-
pretation is that the areas do indeed play a critical role in
object naming. In addition, they are also activated during
low-level baselines that allow inner speech, imagery, and
semantic associations to be engaged. Such processes may be
suppressed during high-level baselines. The second inter-
pretation is that the areas do not play a critical role in object
naming. Instead, activation for object naming is only a re-
flection of artifactual differences between baseline tasks.
Finally, the third interpretation is that object-naming activa-
tion for high- relative to low-level activation is an artifact of
the multiple studies entered into the meta-analyses and the
assumption that subjects in different studies will show the
same effects.

Evidence that activation plays a critical role in object
naming (option 1) is provided by reference to neuropsycho-
logical studies. It is well known that left temporal or frontal
damage impairs object-naming ability. Specifically, Lambon
Ralph et al. [2001] have proposed that object-naming diffi-
culties after anterior temporal lobe damage (including tem-
poral poles, anterior fusiform, and parahippocampal corti-
ces) can be explained solely in terms of a semantic
impairment, and De Renzi et al. [1987] have proposed that
object-naming difficulties after left posterior inferior tempo-
ral damage can be explained in terms of deficits transmitting
visual information to the speech areas. Thompson-Schill et
al. [1998] have proposed that the left posterior inferior fron-
tal cortex is necessary for a nonsemantic selection process

that is engaged when there are many sources of competing
information [see Kan and Thompson-Schill, 2004]. In addi-
tion, right cerebellar metabolism [Feeney and Baron, 1986]
and structure [Price et al., 1999] are known to be intricately
connected to that in the left inferior frontal cortex and there-
fore may also play a role in response selection. In other
words, neuropsychological data suggest that most areas that
were activated for object naming when the baseline was
high relative to low are indeed important for object naming,
and reflect the contribution of semantic processing, visual-
speech integration, and response selection. The differential
effect of baseline in these regions must therefore reflect
either increased activation during low-level baselines (e.g.,
semantic associations during resting conditions) or de-
creased activation during high-level baselines. For example,
it may be necessary to suppress visual-speech integration
and response selection during high-level baselines because
these tasks require the same speech response to each stim-
ulus (e.g., “OK” or “hiya”).

The other areas associated with object naming, in the
context of high-level baselines, were the right middle occip-
ital, right calcarine sulcus, and the dorsal cuneus. Although
these areas are in visual cortex, they were not activated
differentially by non-objects relative to fixation in Experi-
ment 1. Furthermore, the meta-analyses did not reveal acti-
vation in these regions for object naming relative to low-
level baselines. Activation in these areas for object naming
relative to high-level baselines is, therefore, not interpreted
easily in terms of differences in visual input (unlike the
occipital areas that were more activated for low-level base-
lines). Examination of Figure 6 illustrates that the right
middle occipital area was activated by semantic decisions

Figure 5.
The relative effect sizes for Experiment
1 and 2 in areas more activated by ob-
ject naming when the baseline was low
than high. Mean centered plots showing
relative effect sizes for Fix (fixation), Sh
(2-D geometric shapes); and Non (3-D
non-objects) in Experiment 1; and Ph
(phonological task); Pe (perceptual
task); S (semantic task), and R (resting
with eyes closed) in Experiment 2. Each
plot is labeled with the peak co-ordi-
nates of the effects reported in Table II;
af, anterior fusiform; mo, middle occip-
ital; tp, temporal pole; ph, parahip-
pocampal; cs, calcarine sulcus; dc, dor-
sal cuneus; ift, inferior frontal
(triangularis); cb, cerebellum; it, inferior
temporal.
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TABLE IV. Activation for phonological and semantic decisions in Experiment 2

Lobe activated/region Hemisphere Peak coordinates* Z score Voxels*

Phonological # semantics, perceptual and rest
Temporal

Posterior inferior L %48 %56 %18 4.1 194
Posterior inferior R 60 %66 %20 3.6 18

Parietal
Supramarginal R 64 %40 48 4.0 33
Supramarginal L %56 %40 42 3.6 55

Frontal
Insulaa L %32 18 %8 4.7 221
Insula L %36 26 %2 4.5 —
Insula R 38 22 %6 4.2 257
Insula R 44 16 4 4.0 —
Inferiora L %38 6 22 4.3 —
Inferiora L %44 12 10 3.7 55
Inferior L %58 20 24 3.6 14
Inferior R 56 12 32 4.7 317
Middle dorsal L %40 40 24 3.7 70
Middle ventral L %46 40 0 3.7 48
Middle ventral L %34 40 %18 3.5 26
Middle dorsal R 42 42 14 3.3 13
Middle ventral R 30 48 %20 4.5 239
Superior R 48 52 %16 4.0 32
Superior L %24 52 %18 3.6 91
Precentral R 58 8 40 3.9 317
Precentral R 54 %2 42 3.4 —
Precentral L %46 2 40 4.5 266
Anterior cingulatea R 6 28 32 5.3 321
Anterior cingulate L %8 14 46 4.0 89
Supplementary motor area L %38 0 64 4.2 51
Supplementary motor area L %24 16 63 3.4 13

Cerebellum
Medial L %2 %62 %30 5.4 362
Medial R 4 %80 %24 4.2 —
Medial L 0 %76 %40 3.4 —
Lateral R 30 %76 %26 4.5 252
Lateral R 46 %72 %28 4.1 —
Laterala L %42 %68 %26 4.1 194

Subcortical
Thalamusa L %4 %18 8 4.1 83
Thalamusa L %12 %8 10 3.4 —

Semantics # phonological, perceptual and rest
Temporal

Medial pole R 26 %4 %44 4.0 105
Lateral pole R 56 %16 %40 3.9 30
Lateral inferior L %62 %16 %34 3.5 30
Anterior fusiforma L %34 %20 %24 3.4 13
Posterior middle L %52 %50 8 3.3 7
Posterior middle R 62 %48 8 3.3 19

Parietal
Angular gyrus L %54 %60 40 3.5 21

Frontal
Inferior R 48 6 26 3.9 43
Inferior R 42 34 4 3.5 9

Cerebellum
Lateral R 50 %60 %26 4.3 115
Lateral L %40 %36 %34 3.7 29
Medial L %22 %46 %44 3.7 14

Occipital
Middle dorsala R 46 %78 8 4.5 88
Middle ventral L %48 %74 %8 3.7 16
Cuneus L %22 %96 12 3.9 56

* Number of voxels activated at P $ 0.001, uncorrected.
a Differentially affected by baseline in the meta-analysis.
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Figure 6.
The relative effect sizes for Experiment
1 and 2 in areas that more activated by
object naming when the baseline was
high than low. Mean centered plots
showing relative effect sizes for Ph
(phonological task); Pe (perceptual
task); S (semantic task), and R (resting
with eyes closed) conditions in Exper-
iment 2. Each plot is labeled with the
peak co-ordinates of the effects re-
ported in Table II; af, anterior fusiform;
mo, middle occipital; tp, temporal pole;
ph, parahippocampal; cs, calcarine sul-
cus; dc, dorsal cuneus; ift, inferior fron-
tal (triangularis); cb, cerebellum; it, in-
ferior temporal.

Figure 7.
Comparison of the effects observed in the meta-analyses, Exper-
iments 1 and 2. The top row shows the main effect of all studies
entered into the meta-analyses on axial slices of the brain %32
mm, %22 mm, %14 mm, !10 mm, !22 mm, and !38 mm relative
to the AC–PC line. The second row shows the difference in the
meta-analyses for object naming with low (orange) and high (blue)
baselines (on the same slices as the top line). O, object naming; L,
low-level baseline; H, high-level baseline. The third row shows
activation in red for non-objects relative to shapes and fixation
(Experiment 1), in yellow for the phonological task (Experiment 2),
and in blue for the semantic task (Experiment 2). Differences in the
shape of the brain reflect the different templates used in Experi-

ments 1 and 2 (MNI template from SPM99); and in the meta-
analysis. Likewise, differences in the color scale reflect the differ-
ent analysis packages. The threshold for activation was P $ 0.05 in
the meta-analyses and P $ 0.001 for non-objects and the phono-
logical task. For semantic activation, the threshold was set at P
$ 0.001 in slices 10 and 22 but P $ 0.05 in slices %32, %22 and
%14 (to highlight the effects in the temporal poles and anterior
fusiform). As can be seen, there is a high correspondence between
the orange areas in the second row and the red and yellow areas
in the third row, and in the blue areas in the second and third
rows. Details of listing all activations can be found in Table II.
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more than it was by phonological, perceptual, and rest con-
ditions (Experiment 2). In contrast, the dorsal cuneus was
most activated during perceptual decisions and the calcarine
sulcus was most activated during rest (with eyes closed).
This suggests that each of these areas may have a different
function. For example, the calcarine sulcus, may play a role
in visual imagery [Lambert et al., 2002], which is higher
when subjects rest with eyes closed than when they are
viewing stimuli and higher for low-level baselines than for
high-level baselines. Without reference to neuropsychologi-
cal data, we cannot determine whether activation in the right
middle occipital cortex, calcarine sulcus, or dorsal cuneus
plays a critical role in object naming. Future neuropsycho-
logical (or TMS) studies are therefore required to compare
the effect of lesions in dorsal (Brodmann area [BA] 18) and
ventral (BA17) regions of the cuneus, and in the middle and
inferior occipital areas that are affected differentially by low
and high baselines.

Finally, Experiment 2 allows us to compare the distributed
set of activation differences between semantic and phono-
logical decisions in response to pictures of objects. To our
knowledge, no previous study has reported such a compar-
ison, even though there are numerous functional imaging
reports that have compared semantic and phonological tasks
when the stimuli are written words [Burton et al., 2003;
Devlin et al., 2003; Fujimaki et al., 1999; Gold et al., 2005;
Gold and Buckner, 2002; McDermott et al., 2003; Mummery
et al., 1998; Poldrack et al., 1999; Price et al., 1997; Roskies et
al., 2001; Shivde and Thompson-Schill, 2004]. These previous
studies of written word processing have shown consistently
that activation is enhanced for phonological relative to se-
mantic decisions in posterior inferior frontal and supramar-
ginal gyri (BA40), and semantic relative to phonological
decisions in anterior inferior frontal, the angular gyrus, and
posterior and middle temporal areas.

We observed the same effects when the stimuli were
pictures of objects in Experiment 2 (see Table IV); with the
exception that we did not observe greater activation for
semantic decisions in the left anterior inferior frontal cortex.
Although further studies are needed to statistically validate
this potential difference between object and word process-
ing, we believe there is a simple explanation. It is well
established that phonological retrieval is more dependent on
semantic retrieval when stimuli are pictures than when they
are words, because, unlike words, pictures cannot be named
based on direct links between orthography to phonology
[Glaser and Glaser, 1989]. If left anterior inferior frontal
activation reflects semantic retrieval, it may thus be engaged
equally during semantic and phonological tasks when the
stimuli are pictures, but more engaged during semantic than
phonological tasks when the stimuli are written words.

Conclusions

The meta-analyses identified a complex set of differences
between object-naming paradigms that used low- or high-
level baselines. Investigation of these effects revealed that
they could be explained in terms of differential demands on

perceptual, semantic, or phonological processing. As ex-
pected, high-level baselines reduced activation associated
with the processing of complex visual features and speech
production. In addition, high-level baselines increased sen-
sitivity to activation in areas associated with semantic pro-
cessing, visual-speech integration and response selection.
These results lead us to the following conclusions: (1) the
validity of the ALE meta-analyses is verified in remarkable
detail by reference to new experiments (see Fig. 7); (2) con-
trary to expectation, high-level baselines may provide better
sensitivity to semantic processing, visual-speech integration,
and response selection while controlling for visual and pho-
nological processing; and (3) the correspondence between
functional imaging and neuropsychological results is criti-
cally dependent on the baseline task used in the imaging
study.
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